Instant Capture of
Live Video

M2A CAPTURE
Transform your live video streams into high-quality VOD assets in a matter of
minutes using M2A CAPTURE. Harnessing the power and scalability of the cloud,
M2A CAPTURE creates high quality, frame accurately trimmed, digital assets from live
SD, HD and 4K video, allowing your viewers access to your content on-demand
almost immediately after transmission.
M2A CAPTURE will deliver your VOD assets in any number of profiles and formats to
a wide range of devices making them available whenever and however your
audience wants.

HOW M2A LIVE CAPTURE WORKS
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M2A CAPTURE
Technical Specification
OUTPUTS
SOURCE
Works with ABR or Mezzanine sources
24/7 streams or adhoc events
Configure redundant sources
Supports multi track audio
Secure source storage in S3
Unlimited source archive windows
HLS ingest or AWS Media Connect flows
Viewable source proxy
Archive available for editing within 30
seconds of live broadcast

Progressive/interlaced video
Adaptive up to 60fps
AAC/AAC-HE, Dolby E/AC3/AC3+,
MPEG-1 Audio Layers I & I
HLS / DASH / MSS packaging
WebVTT, TTML, DFXP, ISMT subtitles
Fairplay / Widevine / Playready /
CENC DRM
Integration with most major DRM
License services

PUBLISHING
CAPTURE
Web console for clipping
Video controls for searching edit
frames: Zoom In Zoom Out, Go ahead
and Back etc
Includes unlimited access for client
content operations teams
Clips with precision to individual frame
("Frame Accurate ")
Creation of a single output from
multiple clips
Supports stitching in of ads,
interstitials, Pre-rolls etc...
Capture selected audio tracks
Capture from SCTE markers

Configuration of different publishing
points for the clips created
Integrated to linear scheduling or content
management systems
Delivers assets in minutes
Delivers clips over 12 hours duration
Scales to any number of concurrent
capture jobs
Batch facility to deliver outputs in
multiple formats/destinations
Workflow to add in custom
steps/integrations
Can deliver directly to downstream
systems/MAMS/Aspera etc
Comprehensive & well documented
RESTful API
Suitable for compliance recordings
Throughput and performance reports

Learn more about M2A CAPTURE
> sales@m2amedia.tv
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